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ABSTRACT: For cultural reasons (differences in the ways of life, tradition, 
beliefs, etc.) every language has words for notions thet are absent from 
the lexical awareness of speakers ofmany other languages. In addition 
there are psychollnguistic reasons (Saplr-Whorf) due to which the multilin
gual lexicographer is constantly faced with the problem of so<:alled 
translation equivalents being rather conveyors of some aspect(s) of the 
whole sense only. The paper presents examples of both kinds from Esto
nian andRusslan, andsome theoretical considerations. 

The text in any dictionary can conventionally be divided into the left side and the right 
side. The left side carries a list of units (lexemes) presented in a certain system (usually 
alphabetically), if it is not a special dictionary, e.g. ofmorphemes or phrasemes, while the 
right side is a kind of characterization of the left side. In bilingual dictionaries the right 
side contains 1) grammatical material (presented in either the source or the target lan
guage depending on the purpose of the dictionary), 2) semantic material - translation 
equivalents, and 3) illustrative material - examples which demonstrate the bahaviour of 
the equivalents of the headword in texts. The left side contains the vocabulary of the 
source language in alphabetical order and in numbers chosen by the author. 

In bilingual dictionaries the most important thing is to guarantee the semantic corre
spondences of both sides, the ideal solution being one where every unit of the left side 
has a corresponding unit of similar capacity and content on the right side. In universal 
bilingual dictionaries, however, such absolute correspondence is rare and it is really very 
hard to achieve if the languages are structurally distant. Problems arise on the semantic 
as weII as on the formal level and they may be caused both by the different structures of 
the languages concerned and differences in the world views and cultures of their native 
speakers. 

When one is trying to find content equivalents for the headword one may come across 
the following situations, each concerning large word groups: 1) the headword has a 
precise enough equivalent in the target language, e.g. taevas 'sky' - nebo, aine 'substance' 
- veSöestvo, ehitama ЪиіИ' - stroit', 6elovek- inimene 'man', veter- tuul 'wind', bystryJ-
kiire 'quick', etc.; 2) the headword has two main equivalents - one of a genuine root and 
the other a synonymous loanword, e.g. keeleteadus linguistics' -jazykoznante, lingvlstlka. 
arhitekt 'architecf arhltektor, zodäIJ; 3) the equivalents form a string of synonyms (where 
sometimes it is possible to distinguish the main equivalent covering most of the meaning 
of the headword and being placed first), e.g. taSéif iômbama, sikiitama, rebima, kiskuma 'to 
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pull'; 4) the headword has no exact equivalent at all in the target language. (The reasons 
for this will be explained further on.) I believe that these four regularities of correspond
ence may be common to almost any pair of natural languages. For a bilingual lexico
grapher the words in the first two groups are consederably easier to handle than those of 
the last two. At first glance it is the fourth group that seems to present the most difficulty, 
but this is not always the case, the problem being more obvious here. 

The question how to find equivalents and how complicated it is depends on whether 
the described languages are structurally close or distant. Bilingual lexicography must by 
all means be based on the results of contrastive study of languages, being in its turn the 
main basis for the comparison of languages on lexical level. In a bilingual dictionary 
different language levels may be presented to a different extent which may depend on 
the type of the dictionary as well as on the differences between the languages in question. 
The Estonian and the Russian languages are structurally rather distant. 

Some problems arise on the formal level due to differences in the principles of nomi
nation in Estonian and Russian, which in their turn result from the grammatical, or 
categorial differences between the two languages. The main differences are as follows: 

1) the opposite directions of phrase structuring in Estonian and Russian (in Estonian 
the phrase grows to the left, not to the right (Yngve 1961) as in Russian); e.g. minu ille-
muse vcnnanaise ôepoeg 'my boss' sister-in-law's nephew' - plemjannik (syn sestry) 2eny 
brata тоедо naaal'nika; 

2) absence of the category of gender in Estonian, e.g. päikesepisie, päikesesära, päikesekiired 
'sunstroke, sunlight, sunrays' - solneänyj udar, solneänoe sljanie, solneénye /uc7; 

3) absence of relative adjectives in Estonian; 
4) absence of the category of aspect in Estonian; 
5) an extensive system of cases in Estonian (14) versus the 6 cases in Russian; 
6) a much more extensive system of affixes being used in Russian than in Estonian. 

All these differences are very important from the nomination point of view. The first two 
underlie the productivity of nominal compounding in Estonian, while the rest play as 
important part in the existence and functioning of complicated verbal constructions in 
the system of the Russian language. Especially pronounced is the difference based on the 
noun/verb dichotomy: compound nouns and phrasal verbs in Estonian versus com
pound verbs in Russian. A few examples: 

jooksukross 'cross-country race' - b e g p o peresecennoj mestnostl 
leiliviskaja ' the one who adds steam in sauna by throwing water on hot hearth

stones' - poddajusaJ pa r (v b a n e ) 
leivakörvane 'sth to eat with orbesidesbread' - ' d o b a v o k k h l e b u ' , p l s c a krome h l e b a 
leivamure 'worries about getting one's daily bread' - z a b o t a o h lebe nasu5cnom 
löuatäis 'fam., masc. gulp (iisu. of alcohol)' - dobry j g lotok vina (vodkl , p lva 11. p.) 
maaihnaparandaja 'world reformer' - ' lspravltel' m l ra ' ,na lvny j c e l o v e k , v e r j a s a j , c t o 

sposoben lspravlt' I spastl mir 
maakuulaja 'scout' - ce lovek , pytaJu50jsja predvar l te l 'no razuzna t ' . vyveda t ' cto-l. 
musirull 'coll. а sweet (usu. plump) child' - l jub lmoe suScesfvo ( o b y c n o r ebènok ) . 

kotoroe hoöetsJa zace lova t ' 

sônakunstnik 'declaimer' - master h u d o z e s t v e n n o g o slova 
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tond i lugu 'ghost story 7 - rasskaz o pr lvldeni jah 
vtem)aSif - (korrutades) pähe taguma 'get sth. into one ' s head ' 
vsporhnut ' - lendu töusma ( l indude kohta) , ülek. kergel sammul ü lespoole töusma, üles 

l ipsama ' take wing ' 
vsmatr ivaf 's ja - teraselt s i lmitsema v. vaatama jäämä 'scrutinize ' 
vyplakat 's |a - end tühjaks nu tma ' sob o u f 
d o b e g a t ' s j a - mingi seisundini j ooksma , jooksma, kuni... ' run until... ' 
dozvonit 's]a - 1 . löpuks v. vaevaga telefoniühendust saama, 2. uksekella hel is tama kuni 

ava takse ' 1 . set sb. on the phone , 2. ring at the door till the bell is answered ' 
zamol i t ' - pa lvetamisega andeks pa luma 'pray for forgiveness' 
zahval i t ' - liiga v. i i learu ki i tma v. ul is tama, liigkiitusega rikkuma v. ära hel l i tama 

'flatter unduly 7 

zahlopotat 's ja - askeldamises t v. askeldustest ära väsima Ъе run off one ' s feet (with 
bus t l ing) ' 

lshitrlt'sja - kavalaks v. o savaks muu tuma , osavasti hetke kasutama, osavat nöu leid-
ma , kavalus t appi vö tma 'find a clever way ' 

nedoucest' - mit te täielikult arvesse vô tma v. arvestama, mit te kainelt h indama 'fail to 
consider fully' 

o p a i v a t ' - j o o g i g a mi i rg i tama ' 1 . injure (a horse) by giving too much to drink, 2. arch. 
poison b y m e a n s o f a pot ion ' 

oposrylet ' - ebameeld ivaks v. vast ikuks muutuma , surmani ära tüütama 'coll. g r o w 
hateful ( to) ' 

ob"kwnit'sja - vahekordi se lgeks v. s irgeks rääkima, suhteid selgitama v. klaarima ' 1 . ex 
plain (oneself); 2. b e expla ined fljy), b e accounted for (by); 3. have a talk (with); have 
it out (with); 4 . speak, m a k e onesel f understood; 5. v ljubvl komu-l. m a k e smb . a decla
ration on love 

otfutbolit' - enda kaelast ära saa tma v. saama, teisele kaela v. ära sokutama 'coll. get rid 
o f a peti t ioner b y telling h im to apply e lsewhere ' 

ublazlt ' - kellele igati mee le järele o lema, mee l tmööda v. suud mööda o lema, igati m e e l -
dida p ü ü d m a 'coll. iron, humour ; indulge; gratify; please ' 

T h e examples s h o w that in Estonian a complex scene of life can be compressed in a 
c o m p o u n d noun, whereas in Russian the function is served b y a compound verb . (The 
term "compound verb" is used only conventional ly here as formally it is a combina t ion 
o f morphemes . ) A thorough-going contrast ive study o f the c o m p o u n d s would take the 
researcher to the exci t ing field o f semant ic studies o f metaphor, m e t o n y m y and other 
figurative devices . 

At the same t ime such words often help one to express the contents o f the "untrans-
latables" , i.e. words wi thout direct translation equivalents. Every language has words 
denot ing concepts and things that another language has not considered worth ment ion
ing, or that are absent from the life or conciousness of the other nation. T h e reasons are 
differences in the ways of life, traditions, beliefs, historical deve lopments - in one word , 
the cultures o f the nat ions. Also, differences can b e observed on conceptual level . Differ
ent languages often nomina te concepts from different viewpoints , and they also tend to 
classify them slightly differently. This m a y cause difficulty in finding a direct, let a lone a 
full equivalent to a concept in another language. At first s ight the vocabulary wi thout 
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direct equivalents looks unfathomably large and diffuse, but a more detailed look offers 
fine possibilities for generalization from the aspect of language typology. In spite of the 
fact that the difference in vocabularies is common knowledge, available studies on this 
subject are still few. 

Conventionally my material could be divided into 2 large parts: general vocabulary 
and the so-called exotisms (ethnic or cultural-historical vocabulary). I should like to 
characterize briefly the general notions that have no direct equivalents either in one or 
the other of two languages, Estonian and Russian. This material is rather large. Analyz
ing concepts that the other language has not considered worth mentioning directly, I 
have tried to find out if there is any regularity in the choice: in nominating and not 
nominating on the other hand, and in the system of their explanation and compensatory 
mechanisms on the other hand. The analyzed unit is an individual word (lexeme) that, 
having no direct translation equivalent, is characterized by means of a whole complex of 
semantic features. 

On the ground of preliminary analysis it is possible to conclude, for instance, that 
most of the adjectives without direct equivalents are evaluative. Although emotional 
evaluations of the phenomena of the surrounding world as to their form, size, quantity, 
intensity, etc. are different in Estonian and Russian, they do not really exclude each other. 
They only differ in shades, nuances, the level of classification, etc. In both languages 
similes are important in expressing evaluations, but the basis of the similes are often 
different. 

If no direct equivalent is available, one may choose from the following strategies: 1) 
direct borrowing, 2) word-for-word translation, 3) explanation by means of a word com
bination, and 4) representation of the sense by a list of partial synonyms, where every 
member includes some part of the concept while the whole concept is either conveyed by 
the whole list or is distributed according to the concretization of meaning in the other 
language. A few examples: 

I. lora 'a lie; hot air, idle talk; prattle; prate, tittle-tattle; nonsense; rubbish' vran'è, eres', 
erunda, brehnJa, okoleslca, vzdor, 6epuha, bus", galimat'ja 

l a c u g a hurtsik, onn, osmik, ubrik, hagerik ЪоѵеІ, hut, shanty, shack' 

II. kest oboloöka 'membrane' ЗѳІипа 'husk', skoriupa 'shell', kora, koïura, koïlca, 'rind, 
peel, skin', kapsula 'capsule', gll'za 'case', koïuh 'casing', obloïka, рІѳѵа 
g o l o v k a pea Tiead (of a match)', nutt 'capitulum', nupp 'pommel', kaba 4>utf, ots 'end', 
otsak 'endpiece', kupar ЪоІГ 

In the first example the sum of the right side is the complete equivalent of the unit on the 
left side. Every unit on the right side covers the headword partially. Beside this headword 
each of them may have other equivalents in the source language that are semantically 
close to the headword. In the second example every unit on the right side is a precise 
(bound) equivalent of the headword, only the denotata are absolutely different. In such 
a case the lexicographer helps the user of the dictionary by illustrating all those possi
bilities by examples. 

As general vocabulary without direct one-to-one equivalents is of very considerable 
volume, including several thousands of headwords both in Estonian and in Russian and 
it is impossible to publish such a dictionary at the present moment, I first concentrated 
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on а more limited and concrete field - the fourth group of words mentioned in the 
beginning, vocabulary with no equivalents, the cultural vocabulary. This includes names 
of certain holidays, rituals, dishes, clothes, musical instruments, tools and other things 
typical of either the Estonian or of the Russian nations, historical concepts, folklore terms, 
etc. While translating from Russian into Estonian one is also faced with a large amount 
of words that can be called "sovietisms". They have been formed over the past 70 years 
and have penetrated into Estonian as direct borrowings and loan-translations, together 
with the Soviet lifestyle. For example: avos'ka 'string-bag', agltpunkt 'canvassing/cam
paign cenrre', agttbrlgada 'propaganda team', baton 1ong loaf', dublènka 'sheepskin 
coaf, zabegalovka 'snack-bar', zatovarlvanle 'overstocking', izbaö 'izbach, village libra
rian', Izba-ältal'nJa 'village library and reading-room', klpJatok 'hot drinking-water', koh 
hoz ^olkhoz, collective farm', kulak Tculak', kul'turnlk 'person in charge of cultural and 
educational activities', llkbez 'campaign for abolishing illiteracy', mestkom local trade 
union committee', mlâurinec 'Michurinite', mJasopostavkl 'meat deliveries', obSâepIt 
'public catering7, etc. While examining this group of words I came to a conclusion that 
Russian has grown noticeably poorer during the past decades and this circumstance is 
reflected on the lexical level as well. The Russian vocabulary has lost a great deal of its 
traditional richness, only a certain clerkish minimum widely used. Many lexical patterns 
have totally disappeared from the language. Sovietisms have been borrowings and loan-
translations. However, despite its havingbeen subjected to a strong destructive influence 
during the past 50 years, the Estonian language has not created any sovietisms of its own, 
at least on the vocabulary level. I discovered only one sovietism, the compound "suve-
päevad" li t . summer days', meaning a summer camp for youth (to mark their becoming 
of passport age, i.e. 16), which the people called "vôsaleer" 'confirmation classes in the 
bush' and which has no counterpart in Russian. The linguistic material shows clearly that 
as reflections of a particular lifestyle sovietisms are in the first place a phenomenon of the 
Russian language which has also suffered most under their influence. So lexical analysis 
reveals the fact that languages live along with their time and nation, they suffer and even 
put up quiet resistance. 

In translating Estonian exotisms into Russian one can be helped greatly by the EXPLI

CATIVE DICTIONARY OF THE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE by V. Dahl (197ЕНЮ). In those Russian 
dialects that are spoken close to the Estonian or other Finno-Ugrian areas many of the 
missing concepts do exist and there are translation equivalents for Estonian words that 
were considered to be without any equivalents and that have not been registered in any 
bilingual dictionary. E.g. in dialects of the Pskov area there were Russian words for the 
words ehaline 'a girl's night visitor' and ehal kähna 'to visitgirls by night' that no Estonian-
Russian dictionary has ever before reflected. Dahl's dictionary also suggests translations 
for many national costume items (especially those of the Setu) and household tools, hard 
to find anywhere else. Sometimes there are even direct equivalents like karpetka (kapu-
kas) 'thick woollen sock', kitasnik, Wfq/'n*(kitasnik), verhonka (kuuselatvake) 'spruce-top 
harrow', tanlk. miéka ( ô e p e c estljandsklh b a b ) (tanu) 'married woman's head-dress', 
sukman (sukman), salamata. kules. razmaznja. zavara (kört) 'gruel', etc. Popular names 
(often several) are available for all months in Russian just like in Estonian. There are also 
many forgotten names for holidays and for the appropriate rituals (e.g. Christmas and 
the New Year's Eve), and also for supernatural creatures, words which have all been 
dislodged from active vocabulary and even from the nation's memory. I am glad to 
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ment ion that s ince last year Russian T V has been showing great interest in this m e a n 
whi le neglected theme and the cor responding vocabulary. 

W h e r e it w a s hopeless to find an equivalent I used direct bor rowing , some t imes 
combin ing it wi th translation or explanat ion. S o m e examples : mulgipuder каёа-тиГдІ 
(kasa iz per iovoj krupy I kartofel ja) ' s tew o f pearl barley and potatoes ' , muruneitsid cfevy-
muru ( l ugovye , ' t rav janye ' rusalki) ' lawn fairies' , nuditanu аѳрѳс-nudl, 'kucyJ c e p e c ' 
' s imple coif ' . 

A bare explanat ion w a s not used very often, I used it only where a direct loan would 
have had a very queer pronunciat ion in Russian and would have required an addit ional 
translat ion anyhow. 1 

The practical result of this work is the manuscr ip t of an ESTONIAN-RUSSIAN A N D RUS-
siAN-ESTONlAN DICTIONARY OF CULTURAL HISTORY which includes 1408 words (696 head-
words in Estonian and 712 in Russian) . 

Theoretically, the nominat ion differences m e t in different l anguages could b e treated 
as a p rob lem of mean ing shifts. T h e studies o f "shifts" on the lexical level of two or m o r e 
l anguages should general ly address the following: 1) the re la t ionsbe tween "shif ts" (dis
crepancies) and linguistic universals; 2) "shifts" as a potentiali ty for l inguist ic creation 
( including potential me taphor s and m e t o n o m y ) ; 3) the p rob lem o f "shifts" in bi l ingual 
lexicography. M y interest in this problem was provoked by m y work in compi l ing and 
edi t ing the Estonian-Russian and Russian-Estonian dict ionaries (RUSSIAN-ESTONIAN DIC
TIONARY, 1984 , 1988; ESTONIAN-RUSSIAN DICTIONARY FOR LEARNERS, 1984) . At the s a m e 

t ime the lexicographic t reatment o f a pair of languages enables one to approach the 
lexical inconformity o f languages as a problem of general theory. 

Endnotes 
1 In my attempts to translate the corresponding Russian vocabulary I could rely on my pre

vious experience of editing the RUSSIAN-ESTONIAN DICTIONARY together with my colleagues at 
our Institute of Language and Literature. I feel especially indebted to my colleague Henn 
Saari for his work in contrasting this kind of vocabulary. 
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